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Expert
Database 
Management 
made easy

“By leveraging the power of the tried and tested 
Conductor4SQL software, EWX is able to deliver 

a higher quality DBA value offering through 
intelligent software, providing automated 

monitoring, alerting, detailed auditing and 
reporting, and much more!”

Analyse your 
SQL Server 
Licensing Cost 
and Optimise 
Your Resources COMPLETE CONTROL OVER YOUR

SQL SERVER LANDSCAPE & 

DBA PLATFORM

Intelligent 
Software that 
takes care of 
your SQL 
Server Assets

humm.db
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Trusted Expertise

Our Intelligent Software
designed by our experienced

Database Professionals, providing 
you with a valuable architecture

for your business

Innovation Freedom

Our Intelligent Software
takes the administrative burden 
from your DBA’s allowing them

to focus on business critical areas

Support

We will guide you on 
this journey, analyse your SQL
licensing costs and resources

with intelligent software. 
Our Database Professionals 

are there to assist you

� Complete control and oversight of your MS SQL Server landscape from one 
   centralised DBA platform
� Detailed Auditing and Reporting of your MS SQL Environment
� Governance and Compliance reporting of your MS SQL Environment
� Near Real-time dashboard of critical events in you MS SQL Environment
� Centralised user, database and instance setup and management
� Automated built in monitoring and alerting of critical events on your MS SQL 
   Server Instances
� SQL Backups and Recovery
� Database Maintenance
� SQL Job Monitoring
� Database availability monitoring
� SQL Licensing Cost and resourcing optimising

� Reliable Intelligent Software always looking after your SQL Server assets
• Significant Value and Cost Savings
� Instant Alerts of Critical Events
� Reduce Risk and Resolution times 
� Insights and information of your SQL Server environment is always available
� Business compliance and governance checks and balances.
� Substantially save time on managing your database
� Reduction in required resources

Value for your Business

What Do You Get 


